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  The test consists of 5 questions and 4 pages , Please answer all of them .        

                            ( 12 Points) 
 

article carefully , and then answer all the Read the following : Q 1 

       . based on the articlequestions that follows . Your answer should be 

   Stage 1 is when we begin to fall asleep. The brain tells the muscles to relax 

and the heart to beat slowly. This stage makes up about 5% of a young 

adult’s sleeping time. 

 Stage 2 is a period of deeper sleep. The heartbeat and breathing become 

slower. This stage makes up about 44% to 55% of a young adult’s sleeping 

time. Stages 3 and 4 are when we sleep most soundly. Now the brainwaves 

 relaxed. Weslowest and our muscles become very  theirand heartbeat are at 

might have some dreams in this stage, which makes up about 15% to 23% of 

a young adult’s sleeping time. 

 Stage 5 is called the REM stage. Although our body is resting, our eyes are 

moving very quickly beneath our eyelids during this stage. Our heartbeat 

and breathing become faster, and this is when dreams are most frequent. 

This stage makes up about 20% to 25% of a young adult’s sleeping time  

A – According to the article , which stage we usually have most of our dreams? 

                                                                                                                                   (2 PTS) 
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B – Stages 3 and 4 are when we sleep most soundly. Write down what 

happened in these stages .                                                                                   (2 PTS) 

 

C – What does the underlined pronoun "their: refer to ?                          (2 PTS) 

 

D- Quote the sentence which indicates the relationship between the brain , 

muscles and relaxing  ?                                                                               (2 PTS)  

 

E - What does the underlined word " REM" mean ?                                     (2 PTS) 

 

F – How could you improve your sleeping habits ?                                       (2 PTS)   

 

*****************************************************************  

choose the suitable item from those given in the box to :  VocabularyQ 2 : 

complete each of the following sentences . There are more words than you 

need :                                                                                                                  (8 points) 

 

 

 1 – The child slept ---------------------- in her cradle . 

   2 – Many people who ----------------- habitually wonder about the causes of   

      snoring.    

 3 – Usually the upper ------------------- of both eyes are affected. 

 4 – Mary needs an environment without ---------------------- . 

 

*****************************************************************  

Soundly ,  eyelids  , stress  snore, insomnia , 

 



 

                                                        . choose the correct answer : Grammar3 : Q

                                                                                                              (8 points) 

 : This sentence is " !is very big, is also very cold which The house, "– A  

1 – A defining relative clause . 

2 -  A non defining relative clause . 

3 – A statue verb .  

4 – A dynamic verb .  

: is present perfectThe sentence with the grammatical structure of the  –B  

.that book yet hasn't read She – 1 

.that book yet read has She  -2 

. She hadn't read that book yet – 3 

. She had read that book yet – 4 

 simple passivepresent The sentence with the grammatical structure of the -C 

 : is 

.worn by them isBlue shoes  -1 

.Blue shoes are worn by them -2 

.by them wearBlue shoes are  -3 

.by them wear isBlue shoes  -4 

)PTS 2( :  . The verb "taste" is great tastesThis soup  – D  

1 – A statue verb . 

 2 – A dynamic verb . 

3 – A helping verb . 

4- An irregular verb .  

 

  



 

)PTS 4(  . second conditionalQ 4 : Combine the following sentences by using  

 A - If they (tell) their father. He (be) very angry. 

 

 

B – I (go) to a lawyer . If I (be) you.  

 

 

***************************************************************** 

 Q 5 : Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the 

following sentences .                                                                                         (8 PTS) 

A - The woman ............. lives next door is a doctor.  

1- which                      2 -who                         3-  whose                          4- whom 

 

B – Thank you very much for your email ------------- was very interesting . 

1- which                      2 -who                         3-  whose                          4- whom 

  

C - I am ------------------ that I have found the right path. 

1- good                        2- sad                      3- confident                     4- nervous  

 

D - I'm -------------- for all you've done for me. 

1- great                         2- upset                    3- confident                     4- grateful  

 The End 
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